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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, LOUIS F. STUTZ, a citi 

zen of the United States, residing at Wash 
ington, in the District of Columbia, have in 
vented certain new and useful Improvements 
in Puzzles; and I do declare the following to 
be a full, clear, and exact description of the 
invention, such will enable others skilled 
in the art to which it appertains to make and 
use the same. 

It is the object of my invention to provide 
a game or puzzle illustrating the discovery of 
the American Continent by Columbus with its 
attendant difliculties and disappointments. 
To this end my invention comprises a base 

having, preferably, though not necessarily, a 
curved hemispherical or spherical surface 
having thereon the representations of two 
continents or countries-such as Spain and 
America—and having between said countries 
a space representing the ocean, in or on which 
are adapted to move one or more travelers or 
sliding objects, preferably in the shape of and 
representing ships. 

It is the object of the person playing the 
game or attempting to solve the puzzle to 
cause the ship ortraveler to move from the 
place representing Spain across the interven 
ing space or ocean to that representing Amer 
ica. This is accomplished by the manipula 
tion of the base or globe in such manner as 

' to cause the ship or traveler to fall by gravity 
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in the direction desired. The ships are caused 
to remain upon the surface of the base or 
globe by their engagement with guides—such 
vas undercut or equivalently-shaped slots or 
grooves—with'which the surface of the globe 
is provided. This engagement is preferably 
effected by means of wires or shanks which 
are attached to the ships, passed down through 
the groove, and carry on their lower ends 
cross-pieces, heads, or weights of greater di 
mension than the width of the groove. 
The difficulties of the game are caused by 

the manner in which the grooves are traced 
upon the surface of the globe so as to inter 
sect each other. This arrangement is such 
that when the globe is manipulated and the 
traveler or ship is caused to gravitate from 
one point to another thereon it will tend to 
follow the curves of the grooves which lead 
back to the place of starting, and can with 

difficulty be caused to pass transversely into 
the intersecting grooves which would lead 
them to the desired destination. 
In order to make my invention more clearly 

understood, I have shown in the accompany 
ing drawings means for carrying the same 
into effect without, however, intending to 
limit the improvement in its practical appli 
cations to the particular construction which, 
for the sake of illustration, I have delineated. 

In said drawings,Figure 1 is a perspective 
view of a game apparatus or puzzle embody 
ing my invention. Fig. 2 is a sectional view 
of the same. Fig. 3 is a sectional view of a 
portion of the device, showing the actuating 
weight as separate from the ship or traveler. 
Referring to the drawings, 1 indicates a base 

or globe having thereon, as shown at 2, the 
representation of a continent or country-for 
instance, Spain-and having at 3 the repre 
sentation of another continent or country-for 
instance, America. 

4 is the intervening surface, which repre 
sents the ocean and in or on which are formed 
grooves or guides 5. I do not con?ne myself 
to any particular manner of arranging these 
grooves; but it should be such as will tend to 
make it difficult for the ships or travelers 
which run therein to becaused to move from 
1 to 2. For instance, in the arrangement il 
lustrated the grooves are formed with portions 
6, which lead back toward the point 1 and 
which are easily followed by the ship, and 
portions 7, intersecting transversely in such 
manner that it will be difficult to cause the 
ship to enter and follow them. The grooves 
are preferably of the character illustrated and 
best seen in Fig. 2. These I term “undercut,” 
meaning thereby that beneath the groove or 
slit there is a space 8, which follows the groove, 
of greaterwidth than the groove itself, so that 
a weight or head, which can follow easily 
along the spaces 8 cannot pass through the 
groove. The weight and head may be formed 
by one and the same piece, as shown at 9 in 
Fig. 2, or they may be separate, as illustrated 
at 9“ and 9b in Fig. 3. In either case the grav 
ity of the weight causes the movement of the 
ship; but in the latter construction care must 
be taken to keep the weight behind the head 
or cross-piece 91‘, which can only be done by 
careful and proper manipulation of the globe. 
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The globe may be made of any suitable ma 
terial, such as wood, composition, or metal; 
but I prefer to mold it in sections of a plastic 
substance, such as papier-maché. It may also 
be made of stamped or molded paper or paper~ 
pulp. In the construction illustrated the sep 
arate sections are shown at 10 arranged to 
form between them the grooves or guides and 
spaces 5 and 8 and cemented or otherwise at 
tached to a central support 11. The latter 
can be “made hollow, as shown, with an open 
in g 12, through which the travelers can be in 
troduced into the interior of the device when 
not in use. The opening can then be closed 
by a plug 13. 

The‘ ships or travelers are shown at 14, hav 
ing shanks 15, adapted to pass down through 
the grooves 5 into the spaces 8. The lower 
ends of said shanks have cross-pieces or heads, 
which may be formed with and by weights 9 
or by separate parts 91’, as already described. 

It will be understood that my invention may 
be employed to illustrate other events than 
the voyage of Columbus-for instance, the 
voyage of AmcrigoVespucci or that of Ulysses. 
At certain points the grooves 5 may be in 

terrupted or blocked by obstacles represent 
ing rocks, which will impede the further pro 
gress of the ship unless the grooves leading 
to such obstacles (which latter are indicated 
at 16 in Fig. 1) be avoided. 
What I claim is— 
1. The herein-described game or puzzle, 

illustrating thediscoveryofAmerica, and com 
prising a globe or curved surface and ships or 
travelers having a loose sliding connection 
therewith and movable thereon, substantially 
as set forth. 

2. Theherein-described game orpuzzle, con 
sisting of a globe provided with the repre~ 
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sentations of two continents or countries and 
with an intervening space representing the 
ocean, undercut or equivalently-shaped inter 
secting grooves in the said space, and ships 
engaging. said grooves and movable therein, 
substantially as set forth. ' 

3. A game or puzzle consisting of a globe 
having intersecting grooves and ships or trav 
elers engaging said groovesand movable there 
in by their gravity, as the globe is manipu 
latcd, over the surface of the globe, substan 
tially as set forth. 

4: A game or puzzle consisting of a hollow 
globe having intersecting grooves, an open 
ing into the interior of the globe, having a 
cover or plug, and detachable ships or travel 
ers adapted to engage said grooves or be stored 
within the globe, substantially as set forth. 

5. A game or puzzle consisting of a suitable 
base adapted to be manipulated or tilted by 
hand and having an undercut groove or slit, 
a traveler engaging the groove, and a sepa 
rate weight in the inner or wider part or space 
of the groove and adapted by such manipu 
lation to be moved to actuate the traveler, 
substantially as set forth. 

6. The herein-described game or puzzle, con 
sisting of a globe having grooves leading in a 
direction which is not desired to be pursued, 
travelers adapted to follow said grooves by 
their gravity as the globe is manipulated, and 
intersecting grooves meeting the ?rst-men 
tioned grooves at an angle and leading to the 
desired destination, substantially as set forth. 
In testimony whereof I a?ix my signature in 

the presence of two witnesses. 
LOUIS F. STUTZ; 

lVitnesses' 
S. G. HOPKINS, 
II. N. Low. 
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